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300 feet wide and 30 feet deep at low water. Seattle has undertaken to build new docks in the belt reclaimed along the shore, especially in the estuary of the Duwamish, where six concrete wharves, 1400 feet in length by 150 in width, have been planned on the model of the Bush Terminal of Brooklyn. The ships will thus have a water frontage of 40 miles. Even this extent has been considered insufficient, and a canal provided with a lock is under construction to unite Puget Sound with Lake Washington by way of Union Lake: it will be completed in 1914 and will result in giving Seattle a natural fresh-water harbor thirty miles long by five miles wide, the waterfront available in the future being increased to about 90 miles. Tacoma also has important plans under consideration which will no doubt soon take shape and insure the dockage facilities which its extensive trade requires. Allowance is being made at the same time for future industrial development: Tacoma has leveled and provided with railroads extensive tracts, intended to be let at almost nominal prices to manufacturers. Seattle has sent a special delegate to make inquiries among the business men of the Middle West and is confident of convincing some of the desirability of erecting plants there. Everywhere plans are being carried out rapidly and every one is very sanguine as to the future. Seattle in particular has great prospects of success and already states its intention of becoming the New York of the Pacific Coast.
All these ambitions, praiseworthy in themselves, should be taken with a certain reserve. It is to be feared that the progress of manufactures, for instance, may be hampered in the Northwest by the scarcity and high price of labor, that the products may scarcely be able to compete on the Chinese market with the Japanese, and that, even within the United States, they may suffer from the competition of goods arriving from the East. The increase in traffic seems better assured, and it is highly probable that it will hasten the development of the Northwest, which in turn will give it fresh vigor, but it is doubtful whether a center can be created which will be to the Pacific Coast what the metropolis on the Hudson is to the Atlantic, for the natural features are not conducive to such development. With this proviso, it is evident that Seattle, Portland and Tacoma, whose present prosperity is already amazing, look forward to a much more brilliant future and will rank among the greatest cities of the United States, side by side with their sister city San Francisco.

